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Respectable 
The Xiang Zhang President of HKU, 
Faculty, staff & 
each student 
Dear Sir or Madam: 

President's Office 
The University of Hong Kong 

Pokfulam Road 
Hong Kong

Tel: 2859 2100 Fax: 2858 9435
president@hku.hk

I, Lin Zhemin , HKID D188015 (3) or SGID 2665604D. 
     As early on 2017.8.25 day, I had a letter to your school committee Li Kwok-cheung Chairman may from 
www.ycec.com/HK/170825e.pdf or 170825.pdf Chinese or from www.ycec.com/HK/patent.htm main page more 
clearly no doubt, but your committee only can unknown reticent have no choice for me, so as began at 
www.ycec.com/HK/180103-WSU.pdf can to see, I only since 2018year let my four big inventions of everyone 
must use and millennium abiding in to Li Kwok-cheung the letter that fact first to tell all USA university, so the 
CA Gov. to salute for Chinese with remove the prejudice laws on April of 2018 hence too, but then China in USA 
those consul who to sigh why become an ambassador of donate money after, the Jiang ZeMan bloc the power 
core of CPC Gov. cannot but to handover power to fawn for Xi Jinping…, so the“Xi Jinping new era”from 
this…；in the past six months, your teachers and students include all HK univ. of fearless five big claim that 
today’s political disorder in HK that source of trouble to be related at here too!  

Now please read www.ycec.com/HK/191231.pdf the cut pictures to witness in my this letter to CarrieLam 
CEO that truth already can for brave rush the gate of hell all HK univ. those fearless teachers and students no 
longer again to get a declare guilty by untidily means with self-defense enough amulet and God finally has eyes! 
In first, please to tell all heroes for the time being less safe no anger, only must to public discussion that can be for 
the New Year and bring hope and for young students to offer hope for a lifetime！  

   Also you must to open discussion in www.ycec.com/HK/200115.pdf visible, on account your Yuen, KwokYung as 
early as this month 11day ago or after at TVB to nonsense the “genomic sequencing of the virus” to similarity 
SARS virus of 2003year, and The CarrieLam CEO also kept talking until I had faxed this letter to the chairman 
of the Legislative Council and members at that third theme to said with a smile: “Now today’s disorder in HK 
already to become a refugee station base that not also the “gene sequencing” of humanity everyone is not same to 
come from! ” after Just to shut up!    

But as in above the third theme I also joked: 『The health sector that 6 big killers who will really fraud direct 
that dubious ill case double for “WuHan pneumonia idiopathic place”，and these so-called “medical experts” or 
“professor” its IQ is actually not equal to as orangutans, monkeys or monkey mother, and only can to teaches 
people to wear gauze mask and wash their hands to stupid not equal to dog's droppings』!   

And why the “Wuhan pneumonia” false news after Jan.19, 2020 began to “crazy send out”? And still more 
seriously for CarrieLam CEO at the Chinese New Year's Day to said “put the citizen's life for primacy” but 
immediately “freak” to convene the "Gov. must to promote prevention emergency plan” so not stint to waste 
money and manpower!  

On account of at here the Jiang ZeMan bloc through the forbid-hear network just now to notify Xi 
Jinping, only by HK’s health dept. to make fake director already “wear pot”, if not again make fake the 
“WuHan Pneumonia” at nationwide “crazy send out” news after and again make fake still have other cure 
way we are still can to deny then if not to steal use LinZhenMan’s “wash lung” treatment only can to lift the 
SARS national calamity?  Also as shortly before Jiang ZeMan also appeared on National Day, but at any 
time can to by a “substitute” to make fake into the annals, so Xi Jinping you and Hu Miantao, Wen JiaBao 
include HK Gov. does not have must to bear the historical sinner is not it ?    

As this result, Xi Jinping to be forced on Jan.19, 2020 also the first time for Wuhan pneumonia declare: 
“China requires local governments must make prevention and control work, and to find out the virus to infect 
with disseminate cause ... ” reported by the Xinhua News Agency!  

Thereafter the “Wuhan pneumonia” news “crazy send out” to in nation-wide as SARS in 2003year but 
also feint to be at a loss what to do must to fully isolate as then at Beijing suddenly built Xiaotangshan SARS 
hospital that mode at Wuhan to start on Jan.26, 2020, and Chinese CDC at once more to announcement on this 
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day of the start research of the virus vaccine again made the fraud vain hope again by “vaccine” that 
obscurantist means can to continue fool Chinese nation only have three behalf that final destination of vicious 
mentality at here again shown undoubtedly!  

At present, the Secretary for Food and Health Sophia CHAN etc. bad guy too dare not do again to 
anyhow talk nonsense via the WirelessTV station the “Wuhan pneumonia genomic sequencing of the virus” 
to similarity SARS, but still Keep talking the “Wuhan pneumonia virus” at WirelessTV already to extensively 
spread in HK and have a large number doubtful patient and to publicize at 2003year SARS crisis early who too 
already to teach citizen must to『wear gauze mask with wash hand』and still must to shoot “ virus vaccine” 
same above the Chinese CDC still vain hope to retain by “vaccine” for an obscurantist means that final 
destination of vicious mentality at here same to shown undoubtedly! 
    And accused to attend Davos Forum using business term to appointment son NewYear dinner to deny by 
CEO CarrieLam, then who go back HK after at once “freak” no consider I still to urge who must open for public 
my “washing lung” & “freezing” two treatments invention only can to save more citizen life and already 
worldwide know all not exist at once to convene “Gov. must to promote prevention emergency plan” to bong     
so-called “ government expert advisory team members” except above Sophia CHAN etc. health department 
director with except the respiratory faculty David SC HUI of CUHK, all for your HKU’s Yuen, KwokYung, Gabriel 
Leung etc. public hygiene professor member, but equal to lean to one side to emphasize the “Wuhan new 
pneumonia” with SARS of 2003year to be similar, so the patient must early to segregate, and at once to teach 
public『wear gauze mask oh with wash hand』after again shoot “vaccine” etc. personal hygiene importance!  

Also even if grave as 2003year SARS, Yuen, KwokYung this a spendthrift why afraid to as who still can to 
TV moron fraud may by “brine washing lung” steal-chicken want to supersede my medicine invention of 
“PFCO washing lung”？ Because as above only five so-called positive reactions case if to washing lung that 
not just may be leave hospital on some hour and need not again to waste money and manpower?   

However, based on reports can to seen on the first day of Chinese New-Year that so-called『for Wuhan new 
virus have positive reactions』only five cases, and before one day the WHO Director Mr. Tedros Adhanom to 
tiled in TV: 『Do not to err, the (epidemic) to compose are urgent case in China, but it does not constitute a global 
health emergency. ", so who reject as 2003year SARS time let HK & China to line up for list of infected areas, so 

again to “freak” useful?  

    Just because WHO or the public is clear about following the historical testimony: 

Now still can from Vicky Encyclopedia download or see www.ycec.net/HK/200126.pdf of 
Xiaotangshan SARS hospital since 2003.5.01 day began to accept SARS patients, also because of my
“wash lung”medical invention act in 2003.5 .15 day pm4: 30 faxed to the Tung Chee-hwa CEO office 
and the Chinese Gov., and also to let the English text of invention by email to Mey-Verme, Mrs. Sonia 
(WDC ) transferred to WHO-Padey and WHO-Liden benefit for Geneva meeting anyone country leader 
of the Ministry of Health on 2003.5.20 day, so the Singapore first can let WHO to be removed from the 
SARS epidemic list in less than 10 days !  

In Beijing too not out 1 month to publish had 672 the Xiaotangshan SARS patients with 900 
medical personnel in full on 2003.6.23 day evacuation, after the WHO no also on 2003.6.24 to be removed 
from the SARS epidemic list!  

And at HK also on 2003.5.25 day first to notify already“zero infect” and WHO no also on 
2003.6.23 to be removed HK from the SARS epidemic list! 

As above to fake Wuhan Plague and again to promote the prophylaxis emergency measure that “freak” to 
harass the people and waste money have also come from too!  

Now I have no choice but to immediately publish the “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” of my 
fifth big medical invention, as follows: 

First.  If a febrile patient of head cold, who only must by left finger to closing his left nostril after 
violently to inhaling to arrive at the bottom of right lung to inform the sensorium and again to vigorously 
to exhaust out of the right nostril, and afterwards change by right finger to closing the right nostril as left 
finger to motion three time each that just to bring down a fever!         

Second.  If the inhale & exhaust that dynamics not enough as the aged or child, it is necessary to 
help by others to pat the left and right lungs let lung gas hole temporary can to expand that just favorable to 
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run out the germs, if as the female or child it only need to pat the back；    

Third.  If as for children who still don’t know how to inhale and exhaust only can crawl all over that 
child, their parents or babysitters should always to hug by hand again by other hand to pat the back again 
light jump to tease, if the child still can to laugh more it inevitable effectively yet! 

Fourth.  However those who do not have a fever, especially in the spring and summer when the 
rain, temperature and humidity are infrequent or in the flu season, those who enter or leave the home 
include students or a large number of people such as assembly, only need to inhale and exhale by both 
noses two times also can easily to throw away the top of the lungs for a short while enter those germs, and 
especially as the staff of the hospital is just need at 2-3 hours of once and into the habit, then the 
conventional by germs virus to infect will no edge to discard the discard the epidemic mask!  

The above epidemic prevention law is simple and easy to understand, and it is also a physical therapy that 
everyone must use and it will to be constant of ten thousand years! 

Every University also have a bacterial laboratory, you may be to call a people not wear gauze mask with 
protective clothing to come in and go out after use above simple and easy the method again to see yes or not can 
to epidemic prevention?  And more immediately is, throughout hospital wards and queuing look for doctor those 
fever patient also everywhere can to see, you may be to call same students to teach above the prevention law, 
again to see if the fever symptoms yes or not may be to abate, if yes that no need again as a fool to fall in line 
waiting for treatment?   

That is as above my letter to all members of the legislation to state, and at www.ycec.com/HK/160519e.pdf 
that had to Dept. of Health CHAN Hon-yee Director in letter has a small experiment, I am early to explain 
that already to for by“viral infection” to do basis but unscientific and harmful "vaccines" have nowhere to 
hide, but you HKU’s Yuen, KwokYung, Gabriel Leung etc. public hygiene professor have or not the 
abilities to retort in writing?  

More to turn over mankind civilized fact at www.ycec.com/HK/Police.htm that Police home page 
or I had direct report a case to Lo Wai-chung ex-CP at www.ycec.com/HK/191004.pdf can to see must at 
once to arrest Sophia CHAN, Yuen, KwokYung etc. six big murder citizen killers to Put a case, but the Lo 
Wai-chung ex-CP at once be removed from office also from www.ycec.com/HK/191212.pdf I had a letter 
to CarrieLam CEO can see!   

Subsequently I again to inform grim:  Because to hide my “washing lung” & “freezing” two 
treatments in HK to butcher those citizen early to exceed 300,000 peoples, and massacre at China inland 
public still more to exceed 40,000,000 peoples too, so the CarrieLam CEO have a God's responsibility to 
hold my fax to LOCPG director Wang Zhimin two letters to print and Face-to-face to deliver to Li 
Keqiang premier with Xi Jinping chairman who each one and to dealt with immediately, otherwise, the 
history a sinner that turning point it have been so far! 

Even in www.ycec.com/HK/CarrieLam-hk.htm main page, I with LOCPG director those letter contact,  
and at www.ycec.com/HK/190526.pdf or the English turn to 190526e.pdf even can to see I was not a 
politicians but why to encircle and to be besieged by Jiang Core of CP-China that cause at here!  

It is be due to then I come HK and only over a year on 1975year that success in electron industry of 
HK incomparable so widely to call my name is “Lin child prodigy”.  And after, which on 1983year that 
hollow coil of full automatic unique in global so not to sell only for private use, and from 
www.ycec.com/HK-Police/191122.pdf then I had a letter to the new CP TANG Ping-keung that can to see a 
fact：『because covetous Jiang ZeMan just for minister of industry of CPC Gov. on 1984year so who 
actually at “June Fourth Incident” after to worry “Lin child prodigy” me maybe emigrant but my unique 
industry property still none to rob obtain actually can let Good people's card dept. of police to fraud file a 
“stealing electricity” criminal record in the dark so magical wand! 』  

But most importantly, from www.ycec.net can to seen rescue SARS of HK & China’s catastrophe that my 
“washing lung” & “freezing” two treatments invention already by “viral infection” for based but no scientific 
basis and have harmful “vaccine” is nowhere to hide, however, the “vaccination” just is the “national treasure” of 
obscurantist tool by core of CP-China and to kill without spilling blood to Chinese already to far exceed World 
War II still not to stopping who’s blood hand that vaccination of World War III that is from this to come!          

Therefore, this letter will also send a copy to all universities and Gov. Dept. of HK., and please must at once 
to introduce my the “Lung-Airstreams Epidemic Prevention Law” for all citizens unusual teachers, students of 
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anyone Univ., middle, primary with nursery school, even more to tell for internal any university, our HK with 
Chinese nation a catastrophe only can to lift!  And this letter may later from www.ycec.com/HK/200128e.pdf or 
turn to .net /.sg can be easily downloaded for your reading needs. 

Thank you! 
 

January 28, 2020                                                
     D188015(3)  

                                                                林哲民  
Attachment for:        
President Rocky S. Tuan of CUHK      Tel: 3943-8600  Fax: 2603-6197 
President Wei Shyy of HKUST         Tel: 2358 6113  Fax: 2358 0029  
President Chin Tai-hong of HKBU      Tel: 3411-7950  Fax: 2338-7644 
President Way Kuo of CityU           Tel: 3442-9400  Fax: 3442-0386 3442-0888  
President Hu Hung-lick of HKSYU     Tel: 25707110 Fax: 28068044  
President Cheng Kwok-hon of LU      Tel: 2616-8004 Fax: 2462-3361  
President LEE Chack-fan of CHCHE     Tel: 2972-7200 Fax: 2972-7367  
President Y. L. Cheung of EdUHK     Tel: 2948 6315 Fax: 2948 6314  
President HO Shun Man of HSU     Tel: 3963 5000 Fax: 3963 5332  
Director Adrian Walter of HKAPA     Tel: 2584 8500 Fax: 2802 4372  
CarrieLam CEO                    Tel: 2878 3300  Fax: 2509 0580         
Tung Chau St., Coroner's Court        Tel: 3916 6204 Fax: 2568 1735 
Members of Legislative Council, & any Gov., Dept., … to email on Jan. 31, 2020, 
Members of HK Bar Association & law firms... 
All Fax can to witness history that record at  
 




